Overview
The Monte Carlo electron scattering routines solve multiple elastic scatters in a condensed history approach. The Goudsmit-Saunderson scattering model is used and its implementation is taken from Kawrakow and Bielajew [l] .
The subroutines produce an exit angle representing a likely scattering angle of a single incident electron after scattering elastically over a given step size. Two input parameters, X and 7, that depend on the atomic species and incident energy must first be specified. The mapping from species and energy to 77 and X already existed in the PEREGRINE code and was not redone or modified in any way. The software has been validated by comparisons to Moliere and Goudsmit-Saunderson models of D.W.O. Rogers [2] .
As required by licensing considerations, no public domain or copyrighted software has been used in any phase of the preparation of any of these subroutines or data files. Apart from needing to have Q and X specified through PEREGRINE, the code provided is completely self-contained. Everything is written in the FORTRAN 77 language to simplify inclusion in the existing PEREGRINE package.
How things work
Several data files are read first. These files describe a grid of q2+(u) points calculated at different X and v values to allow on-the-fly interpolation of scattering amplitudes in PEREGRINE.
The grid spacing is the same as specified by Kawrakow and Bielajew. Variables nueta and nulambda are the the two numerical inputs.' Subroutine getangle returns costheta as the desired scattering parameter. As one would expect, costheta is actually the cosine of the scattering angle.
Subroutine getangle first determines from X whether the type of scatter will be a no scatter, a single scatter, or a two+ scatter. These expressions are also described in Kawrakow and Bielajew. If no scatter is selected, the output cosine is 1.0 and the routine ends. If a single scatter is selected, the final scatter angle is obtained by sampling from the single scatter amplitude calculated as a function of cos(4). Single scattering is assumed to have a screened Rutherford form. The Rutherford cross section is computed in the function cross. If the two+ scatter process is selected, the scatter angle is naturally found by sampling from the two+ scattering amplitude. The two+ scatter amplitude itself is determined by interpolation from the input data files described earlier. 
Inclusion in PEREGRINE
To include the subroutines in PEREGRINE, the main program must read the data files referenced in driver.f and pass their contents to getangle. The data files are currently in ascii format, but could of course be stored in binary format instead. The required data files are lambda.dat, eta.dat worlda.dat, worldq.dat, worldu.dat and worldcosx.dat. The must-have code components are getangle, interp, and the function cross.
A function called ran3 was used originally in getangle as a random number generator with output range from 0 to 1. This is not the same one that exists in the PEREGRINE code (ranf4), so be sure you have the proper random number generator. Do NOT mess with anything else in getangle or, especially, interp! 5 Inclusion in other transport packages
Usage is similar as for PEREGRINE, but appropriate mappings from energy and species to 7 and X must be provided. Interp is a bottleneck. The code will run much faster if you incorporate the routines so that calls to interp are not repeated for incident particles with the same energy.
6 Producing the data files J. White has retained all the subroutines that were used to calculate the exact q2+ (u) surfaces. Only the final output q2+ -surfaces are required in PERE-GRINE. The reason for only reading in the output files within PEREGRINE rather than calculating everything from scratch during the initialization period of each run is that the surface calculations can drain CPU. (This is why Kawrakow and Bielajew devised their interpolation scheme in the first place.)
The modified Bessel function Kr(z) required to calculate the q2+(u) surfaces was determined from polynomial approximations given in Abramowitz and Stegun [3] . The Legendre polynomials were found from simple recursion.
